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When the Moon Hits Your Eye 

Full Moon Inspires Specialty Pizzas and Cocktails for One Night Only, Each Month 
 
When the radiant glow of the full moon lights up even the darkest of night skies in 
downtown Charlottesvi l le, Virginia - as she finishes her dance around the Earth in full - Red 
Pump Kitchen is honoring the luminous occasion, each month, going forward, with the most 
fitting, full moon-inspired selections, beginning Friday, November 23, 2018. 
 
In a gastronomic nod to Dean Martin’s famed song lyrics, diners can savor a seasonally-inspired 
pizza pie, only available on that one special night each month. For the November kickoff, all 
evening, the lunar gourmet tribute is a Pizzette  featuring Pork Sausage, Raisins, and 
Cured Cherries [$15] that can be enjoyed by one or two! 
 
Guests will be “singing” the evening’s praises, “tuning into” its monthly occurring, one-night-
only cocktail, It 's a Marvelous Night for a Moondance [$10]. The mystifying and masterful 
concoction captures the essence of the moon with infused ice cubes of Activated Charcoal that 
slowly melt into the libation of Cathead Vodka, Lemon, Luxardo Maraschino, and Rothman 
Crème de Violette. The softness of the potation’s black-grey hue depicts the mood of the 
surrounding sky. Indeed, at a moment when nature’s most essential beauty is a glow, there’s 
nothing more magical than a dinner and a “moondance” - after all, in the words of Dean Martin, 
“that’s amore!” 
 
For more information: 
Simone Rathlé | 703.534.8100 
president | simoneink, llc 
simone@simoneink.com  
 
The hospitality company Easton Porter Group, owned by Dean Porter Andrews and Lynn Easton, manages premiere 
properties in Charlottesville, Virginia, and Charleston, South Carolina. The EPG portfolio includes Easton Events, 
Pippin Hill Farm & Vineyards and Red Pump Kitchen in Charlottesville, as well as Zero George Hotel, Zero George 
Restaurant and Bar and Cannon Green in Charleston. Easton Porter Group delivers distinctive hospitality experiences 
and services without compromise. 


